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Instantly, everyone present fell into a strange silence. 

 

 

Defecting to the Nightmare Clan? 

 

 

Wouldn’t that mean that they had defected? 

 

 

Fan Jiquan and Fan Mingchuan had defected? 

 

 

The head of the fan clan was stunned at first, then he shouted in exasperation, “Nonsense! You’re 

slandering! How could jiquan and Mingchuan have defected to the Nightmare Clan? ! 

 

 

You must be jealous of their contributions, so you framed them! Where are jiquan and Mingchuan? 

Where did you hide them?” 

 

 

Yun chujiu smiled faintly, “Slander? Come, head of the fan family, listen carefully to what Lord fan said 

just now. TSK TSK, it really makes one’s eyes light up!” 

 

 

Fan Jiquan’s voice came from the recording stone, “Young master, we, father and son, surrender. From 

now on, we will be at your disposal!”! Don’t worry, I will think of a way to persuade my father to 



surrender. Our fan family is a super aristocratic family. With our help, the Yan family will definitely be 

able to recover the immortal essence continent faster.. 

 

 

The head of the fan family buzzed, yun chujiu continued with a smile, “Head of the fan family, Fan 

Jiquan still wants to persuade you to surrender too! “Furthermore, the crown prince of the Yan family 

has agreed to fan jiquan. In the future, when the Yan family takes over the immortal essence continent, 

your fan family and the Yan family’s aristocrats will enjoy the same treatment. It’s really enviable!” 

 

 

“You, you’re spouting nonsense! This recording stone is fake! It’s all fake!”The head of the fan clan 

actually already believed eighty percent of it in his heart, but he still retained a trace of fantasy. 

 

 

Yun chujiu laughed lightly. “Fake?”? The head of the fan clan’s explanation was really novel! “Since you 

think that the recording stone is fake, then listen to what the yellow mud mound garrison says. You can 

randomly choose a few people to ask, in case they say that I’m fake again.” 

 

 

The head of the fan family’s voice was almost trembling as he picked a few garrison of the yellow mud 

mound. Those garrison troops hated the fan family father and son to death. If it wasn’t for the 

unaffiliated cultivator alliance rushing over, none of them would have survived. 

 

 

Therefore, he immediately recounted the actions of the fan family father and son, as well as the incident 

where fan jiquan indulged in women and didn’t do anything serious. 

 

 

The head of the fan family’s head was buzzing. If not for his strong spiritual power, he would have 

passed out long ago. 



 

 

Yun Chujiu felt that it was about time, so she snapped her fingers and her subordinates brought the 

father and son of the fan family who were locked up in a secret place over. 

 

 

Fan Mingchuan’s eyes flickered. He had already thought of an excuse, but now that he saw the head of 

the fan family, he immediately burst into tears: 

 

 

“Grandfather! Grandfather! I have a favor to report! I don’t really want to join the Yan clan. It’s just that 

my father is obsessed with joining the Yan clan. I’m afraid that he will cause a great disaster, so I 

pretended to join the Yan clan. I thought that I could persuade him to change his mind. Moreover, I’ve 

infiltrated the Yan clan, and I can even be an insider for the human clan.” 

 

 

Yun chujiu burst into laughter. “An insider? You speak as if it’s true! “If you are taken away by the Yan 

clan, they will immediately use a secret technique to make you into their slaves. If you have any other 

thoughts, the Yan clan will know about it. How can you be an insider? “It’s fine if you are afraid of death, 

but you actually used your own father to clear your name. How Shameless!” 

 

 

Fan Mingchuan’s face was flushed red as he said angrily, “You, you are slandering me!” 

 

 

As Fan Mingchuan said this, his body slanted and he fainted. 

 

 



Yun chujiu curled her lips. It was really a family tradition. Ye Xinwan would pretend to faint for no 

reason. This fan Mingchuan actually did this too. Did he think that everyone present was a fool? ! 

 

 

Yun chujiu was too lazy to expose him. She said to Mountain Masster Zhuo and the others, “Everyone, I 

believe that all of you have heard the matter clearly. Not only did the fan father and son leave their post 

without permission, but they also joined the nightmare clan. This is truly a heinous crime. 

 

 

“As for how to deal with this matter, it is not up to us, the unaffiliated cultivator alliance. Since your 

reinforcements have arrived, we will withdraw to the Fiend Wind Gap and stand guard. Farewell.” 

 

 


